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Power Delivery in Multiterminal VSC-HVDC
Transmission System for Offshore Wind Power
Applications
R. da Silva, R. Teodorescu, Senior Member, IEEE and P. Rodriguez, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper deals with one of the challenges in the
field of offshore wind power systems: power transmission among
the wind farms and the land when there is more than one AC
grid to be considered. This case is known in the literature as
multiterminal connection. The proposed studies are going to
present three strategies in order to connect one offshore wind
farm and two AC grids with different power ratings. The first
strategy shows the easier case when one onshore station defines
the power transmission and it is followed by the situation when
droop control is applied. The final scheme is focused on the
technique which a central power control is able to manage
the onshore stations. The results are compared using EMTDC-
PSCAD platform.
Index Terms—Multiterminal VSC-HVDC, voltage source con-
verters, wind energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
From the beginning of the history, wind energy was used in
windmills in order to pump water or grind grains. Nowadays,
mainly after the 70s, after the first oil crisis, this source of
power have been considered as a alternative energy resource.
Data from The U. S. Department of Energy Report [1],
published in 2009, shows that nearly 11% of the total installed
capacity come from renewable energy sources and over half
of this plot comes from wind energy.
Compared with the other source of renewable energies,
excluding hydropower, wind turbines have the biggest par-
ticipation in the market of energy, which represents that this
kind of source is the fastest growing renewable electricity
technology. The main reason to that is related to the cost of
the whole wind power system. Currently, wind power is a
fully established branch on the electricity market [2]. Energy
production in not the only criterion to be considered when
installing new wind turbines; cost, efficiency, the impact on the
environment and the impact on the electric grid are some of
important issues of significant interest when making decisions
about new wind turbines installations.
With the growth in the demand, the power ratings and size
of the wind turbines have been increasing during the years.
Adding the fact that the onshore sites available to the use
wind farms are decreasing and the offshore wind to have an
annual wind speed bigger than on shore, the current trend in
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the wind power industry is to move from the land to places
far away to the coast.
As consequence, the drawbacks related to the long distances
transmission must be considered. One of the possible candi-
dates to overcome this problem is the use of High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC) transmission system using Voltage
Source Converters (VSCs). One of the most important advan-
tages of this technique compared with the traditional HVAC
case is the losses minimization for long distances. Lower cost,
Right-of-Way, controllability, black-start capability and AC
network stabilization can also to be listed as benefits of VSC-
HVDC [3], [4].
With VSC-HVDC, the idea of supergrids, which aims to
connect a wide area using long distance transmission lines in
order to take advantage of renewable sources distantly located,
became possible through Multiterminal VSC-HVDC in this
case. A multi-terminal HVDC system consists of more than
two converters connected through DC line cables and sharing
the same DC bus [5], [6], [7]. Multi-terminal HVDC system
has advantages over two-terminal HVDC one in many aspects
such as control flexibility, reliability and economy.
In the multi-terminal HVDC case, there are some benefits
that can be listed: bulk power transmission, AC network
interconnection over a long or medium distance, economical
advantages such as total installed converter rating in an MTDC
system is usually less than that of several equivalent two
HVDC systems, MTDC systems offer low cost transmission
lines and/or cables, the inherent overload capability of MTDC
transmission lines can increase the capacity of transmission
corridors. Some technical advances can also be found in this
kind of configuration.
Examples for them are MTDC systems provide greater flex-
ibility in dispatching transmitted power, in a larger intercon-
nected power system, MTDC systems can provide a powerful
control action to damp out troublesome electromechanical
oscillations, in conjunction with phase shifting transformers
and generation shifting, MTDC systems may be used to
enforce desired power flow patterns in a large interconnected
power system, the fundamental control principle for MTDC
systems is a natural generalization of that for existing two
HVDC systems.
When more than one receiving-end station is considered, the
power flow needs to be controlled in order to achieve a deter-
mined power exchange among interested partners who divide
the same DC link. Due to the random behaviour of the wind,
the power, which one is delivered to each station, changes.
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Also, different AC grid requirements can be permitted where
the onshore stations are connected. Due to that, the share of
power can change and must be controlled. This paper deals
with this control topic.
The following section presents the overall description of the
system which is going to be analyzed. After that, it is described
the modelling issues and control strategies presented in each
converter of the system. Power sharing techniques are given
in the Section IV followed by simulation results. Discussions
finishe the paper summarizing the main results.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system layout which is going to be used consists of
a wind farm, an offshore HVDC station, two onshore HVDC
stations and two AC grids.
The wind farm is modelled as a current source, in order to
emulate the wind and a turbine side converter, and a two-level
converter connected to the AC offshore grid. A transformer
makes this connection. A HVDC station is formed by a
insulation transformer and the power converter. Two different
paths make the link between two on shore stations and, in land,
the onshore stations are connected to AC grids. The single line
block diagram is showed in the Figure 1.
The wind farm aggregated model and the offshore HVDC
station are sized in 1pu of power. The onshore station con-
nected to the AC system 1 is also sized in 1pu. The second
receiving end converter has 0.5pu of power. The distances
between the two land stations are also distinct. The second
link is 1.5 times the first one. The cables are modelled as
pi-sections of 50km each.
III. SYSTEM MODELLING AND CONTROL
Each converter presented in the Figure 1 has its own
control scheme and they are applied according to the function
presented by each of the converters.
All of control schemes are based on inner and outer control
strategies. The modelling procedure follows the theory firstly
presented in [8] and extended by [9], [10], [11]. The p-q theory
is the base of the control strategy by the most number of VSC-
HVDC control strategies [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20].
A. Wind Farm Converter Control
The wind farm converter takes the energy from the wind
(modeled as a simple current source) and pushes it into the
offshore grid. The DC voltage control senses the variation of
power due to the charging and discharging of the DC capacitor.
This outer control imposes in the AC grid a certain amount
of current proportional to the wind power. Reactive currents
can also be injected in the system due to the decouple control
in the synchronous reference frame. A Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) synchronizes the wind farm currents according to the
offshore AC voltages.
B. Offshore HVDC Station Control
The offshore HVDC station has the rectifier task, it means
that all the AC energy delivered by the wind farm is trans-
formed in DC and sent to the land through the DC cables.
However, this converter must create an AC grid since that
the wind farm VSCs need a AC voltage to operate properly.
In order to satisfy those requirements, this station is
equipped with a outer control loop which is able to control
the AC voltages on the point of common coupling between
the wind farm converter and the offshore HVDC station. Also,
the energy from the wind farm is sense by the capacitor, but
in this case the one which is connected in the AC filter [21].
C. Onshore HVDC Station Control
For this case, some changes appear according to the power
sharing control strategy. The common block is the inner con-
trol loop which is also presented by the previously converters.
However, the outer controllers are different. For the first
strategy (which is going to be presented in the following)
the outer loop of the onshore station has the same structure
which is implemented in the wind farm converter: DC voltage
control. To the second onshore converter, the current on the
direct axis is set according to a rated power previously defined.
For the other cases, the DC voltage control is controlled using
droop technique or central station controllers.
IV. POWER SHARING CONTROL
The most existing connection using high voltage direct
current in the world are point to point. It means that only one
sending-end and one receiving-end stations are available. This
kind of connection does not allow the expansion of physical
interconnection capacity and improvements of the possibility
of power exchange.
Nowadays, multiterminal connection is the solution for this
lack and it is suitable solution that can provide the offshore
wind farm connection and also that can facilitate the trans-
national exchange with a high cost efficiency [22].
Though, increasing the number of connections means that
more complex the system becomes. The control of DC volt-
ages and the power sharing which guarantees the power
exchange between the inverter stations can bring some compli-
cations. Including the random behaviour of the wind energy, at
any moment is not possible to precisely determine the power
which can be delivered.
In order to explore these problems, three control strategies,
in order to guarantee the DC voltage balance and power
sharing, are going to be compared. The strategies are going to
be label as following:
A. Scheduled power control;
B. DC voltage droop control;
C. Central DC voltage control.
These sentences are used with the only objective of keeping
text clear and objective.
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Fig. 1. Single line block diagram of a multiterminal VSC-HVDC connection.
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Fig. 2. DC droop characteristics for multiterminal connection control.
A. Scheduled Power Control
This technique does not present a real closed loop control. It
is based in a schedule determined by the transmission system
operator from one of AC grids. For this case, the AC system
number 2 is requiring 0.75pu from onshore station number 2.
For this reason, a current reference is set in order to deliver
to the AC grid a amount of power which was planned.
B. DC Voltage Droop Control
The droop technique [23] aims to change the the DC voltage
reference in each station according to a defined droop. An
alternative droop technique can also be implemented adding
to the current references signal the droop control. With this
strategy it is also possible to keep the DC voltage at a constant
set point. For this main reason, the DC voltage plus droop
control will be adopted in this work. The block diagram for
the droop control technique is presented in the Figure 2.
C. Central DC Voltage Control
This strategy is based on a central control coordination
which has the information from each onshore station. Data
such as currents and voltages in each stations are available
and, according to the characteristics of the transmission line a
DC voltage set point is adopted [22]. The main block diagram
for this control strategy is presented in the Figure 3
Central Power 
Sharing 
Controller
iDC 1(t)
iDC 2(t)
iDC 1(t), vDC 1(t)
iDC 2(t), vDC 2(t)
AC System 1
AC System 2
Fig. 3. Central DC voltage control for power sharing.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Scheduled Power Control
The first case regards the scheduled control strategy which
a defined power is imposed over the onshore converter on
the onshore station 2. It is considered wind steps with 0.5pu
of the rated wind farm power. The first step happens at 500
ms followed by another increasing step with the other half of
power. After 100ms, the wind decreases to 0.5pu. Figure 4
illustrates the simulation results for this case.
1) Wind Farm Results: The first wave form presented by the
Figure 4 is related with the AC voltage measured over the AC
filter. The currents, which are presented in the second frame,
are the currents in the output of the transformer and going to
the primary of the transformer. The DC voltage appears in the
last frame. All graphs are rated in 1.50pu.
The same procedure is going to be presented by all the
simulation results. For the other two strategies, the perfor-
mance of the wind farm converters are very close to the results
presented in this subsection. Due to that, the results for the next
section are going to present just the simulation results about
the HVDC converters.
2) Offshore Converter Results: For the offshore converter,
which is responsible to control the AC voltages, the simula-
tions results are presented in the Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. Wind farm simulation results using Scheduled Power Control.
Fig. 5. Offshore station simulation results using Scheduled Power Control.
Fig. 6. Onshore station 1 simulation results using Scheduled Power Control.
For this case, the control is able to keep the AC voltages in
the rated values. However, due to the absence of DC voltage
controller, there a strong transient in the DC voltage compared
with the wind farm case.
3) Onshore Station 1 Results: The results for the onshore
converter which presents the DC voltage regulation is showed
in the Figure 6.
Due to the transient presented in the offshore side, this
converter is directed influenced since that the AC currents
need to change in order to keep the DC voltage constant, as
it desired. It needs to be emphasized that before the energy
from the wind comes from offshore side, the power required
by the second onshore converter is delivered by this station.
4) Onshore Station 2 Results: This case presents a very
stable case for the AC side. The currents present a constant
value during all the time period. From the begging, the onshore
station 1 supplies the energy required by this converter. After
that, the energy comes from the offshore side. Analysing the
wave forms presented in the Figure 6 and 7 is possible to
observe this behaviour.
B. DC Voltage Droop Control
The same condition was used in this control scheme.
However, both onshore stations are equipped with DC voltage
control and droop curve is added to guarantee the sharing.
The droop was determined by the relationship between the
resistances of each cable.
1) Offshore Converter Results: The offshore station, again,
presents smaller transient in the DC voltage. The AC voltages
are regulated at a set point. Simulations results presented in
the Figure 8.
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Fig. 7. Onshore station 2 simulation results using Scheduled Power Control.
Fig. 8. Offshore station simulation results using DC Voltage Droop Control.
Fig. 9. Onshore station 1 simulation results using DC Voltage Droop Control.
2) Onshore Station 1 Results: The results for the onshore
converter 1 is showed in the Figure 9.
For this the DC voltage presents smaller transients compared
with the previous case since that the DC bus is also regulated
by another converter.
3) Onshore Station 2 Results: This station now suffers
the transient in the AC currents with are delivered to grid.
However, due to the DC voltage control the DC bus presents
a better response. The response is given in the Figure 10
Another characteristic of this system is the automatic share
about the power which is processed by each onshore converter.
For this, both converters are able to process a defined amount
of power.
C. Central DC Voltage Control
The last strategy is based on the studies presented on ??.
Similar to the previous case, the DC voltage reference changes
according to processed current of each converter. Also, the line
impedance is considered.
1) Offshore Converter Results: The AC voltages are again
regulated for this case. The power is delivered to both onshore
stations with transients during changes in the wind power. The
wave forms are illustrated in the Figure 11.
2) Onshore Station 1 Results: With some differences in the
transients compared with the case presented above, Figure 12
shows the time domain simulation for onshore station 1.
3) Onshore Station Results: For the second onshore station,
which presents half part of rated power, Figure 13 shows the
simulations results using central power controller.
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Fig. 10. Onshore station 2 simulation results using DC Voltage Droop
Control.
Fig. 11. Offshore station simulation results using Central DC Voltage Control.
Fig. 12. Onshore station 2 simulation results using Central DC Voltage
Control.
Fig. 13. Onshore station 2 simulation results using Central DC Voltage
Control.
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VI. DISCUSSIONS
A comparison among three control strategies used in mul-
titerminal VSC-HVDC connection were referenced and time
domain simulation was provided. EMTDC-PSCAD platform
was used as simulation tool.
The first strategy showed a easy scheme based on a sched-
uled power delivery. However, the DC link presented bad
transient behaviour in the offshore side as in the onshore
station 2. The droop control was also presented and the
simulation results showed that the DC link is kept constant
and the transients are better compared with the previous case.
Also the last strategy control presented good transients during
the wind variations. However the currents, for the last two
cases, presented transients since that, the references for the
currents are provided by the outer control loops which present
variations due to the variation in the DC voltage and DC
currents.
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